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Cosemi Brings Ultra High-Definition 4K Fiber Optic Connectivity
to the Home
Showcases OptoHD Active Optical Cables at CEDIA alongside Technology Partner
Liberty AV Solutions

DALLAS, September 13, 2016 – This week at CEDIA 2016, Cosemi
Technologies Inc., a global leader in innovative high-speed connectivity solutions, will be
on hand to highlight its OptoHDTM active optical cables (AOCs). Cosemi’s OptoHD AOCs
make it possible for integrated residential systems professionals to conveniently connect
a multitude of devices for high-definition audio and video on any large monitor or display
with an HDMI connection.

Home technology will take center stage at CEDIA 2016, with ultra high-definition
4K and 8K among the hottest topics. Offering enormous picture clarity improvements,
these next-gen video standards require high-performance A/V interconnects to realize
their full impact. Traditional copper connections are not capable of handling the new data
and speed requirements now involved in interconnecting displays, media players,
projectors, cameras, gaming systems, and virtual reality headsets.
Cosemi’s active optical cable technology brings affordable, high-performance
interconnects for the latest HDMI video standards – while greatly improving the user
experience. By enabling the distribution of high resolution HDMI signals, Cosemi makes
it possible for home technology enthusiasts to take advantage of the latest advances in
4K HD video content.
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“At Cosemi, our ‘optical connectivity for all’ approach takes the powerful optical
connectivity used in the telecom and datacom sectors and turns it into a convenient
plug-and-play connection for various devices in the home and workplace,” noted Nguyen
X. Nguyen, CEO for Cosemi. “Cosemi and CEDIA are both driven by vision, passion and
innovation, and Cosemi brings these concepts to life by enabling the deployment of the
latest technologies. From home theaters, conference room video systems and medical
displays to digital signage and more – anywhere that a lightning-fast, powerful
connection is needed – our AOCs bring the speed and distance that copper simply
can’t.”

CEDIA 2016 is held at the Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center in Dallas,
Texas from September 13-17. Cosemi will preview its OptoHD HDMI 2.0 AOCs at the
Liberty AV Solutions booth #5310 on the show floor. An authorized Cosemi technology
partner, Liberty AV Solutions is a global leader within the A/V marketplace that is known
for its wide-ranging catalog of wire, cable, plates and panels and is a leading-edge
supplier of digital solutions, networked media systems and a number of other new
brands and product lines.

To learn more, please visit optohd.com.

About Cosemi Technologies
A global leader in innovative high-speed connectivity solutions, Cosemi
Technologies Inc. is focused on enabling optical connectivity everywhere. Cosemi
designs and manufactures high-speed fiber optic components and active optical cables
that form the building blocks for infrastructures supporting today’s unprecedented data
growth. The company offers a comprehensive portfolio of quality solutions that service
the data center, datacom/telecom, fiber in the home, fiber to the home, home
entertainment and consumer electronics markets. Founded in 2006, Cosemi is the first
fabless optical component solutions provider in the industry, and the company’s unique,
unburdened business model allows them to pass on significant cost savings to
customers. To learn more about Cosemi, please visit www.cosemi.com or follow the
company on LinkedIn.
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